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The Rapid Pace of IT Change Just
Got Faster, Thank You COVID-19
The sudden onset of the
novel coronavirus health
crisis earlier this year has
had many impacts on
organizations, one of the
most significant being how
quickly organizations were
required to change their
IT and business processes
in order to continue
conducting activities in a
Mike Johnson
socially distant environment.
Technological Leadership Institute
These changes significantly
increased the pace of major technology implementations
like cloud migration, remote employee access and online
collaboration tools. While some of these changes may have
been planned for the future, COVID-19 has forced these
projects into very short delivery timeframes and increased
the stakes of being successful. Additionally, surveys
indicate that many of these IT changes will continue and
be made a permanent part of organizational infrastructure
and process going forward. All of this rapid change and
adoption of new technologies is probably a good thing for
businesses and demonstrates how IT can adapt and create
resilient systems; but it also exacerbates a problem that
has plagued most organizations who consider change:
ensuring that tools and systems implemented to solve
business problems retain or improve on the data security
needs of the organization.
New technology capabilities have always moved faster
than the understanding of the security risks of those
systems or the implementation of appropriate controls.
As security professionals, we are familiar with the desire
to build security into a tool or process before it is
implemented, but we know this takes time and may slow
business plans. The repercussions of not doing a good job
of understanding the potential risks of new technology
can be significant, as demonstrated by the many security

issues uncovered when video conferencing platforms
expanded exponentially to meet demand at the beginning
of the crisis. In that case, the vendors did an admirable job
fixing issues after they were identified and often exploited,
but those companies and their clients were still subjected
to reputation impacts and business disruptions from the
incidents. Preventing rather than responding to those
issues would have been a far better plan for them and for
their customers.
As we move forward in our new environment, all
organizations need to step back and make sure their
business and IT plans align with their security needs. The
faster things change in an organization, the more likely
they are to experience negative impacts from issues with
an immature tool, a rapidly deployed process change or
staff that isn’t properly trained to mitigate the risks. While
there are many potential changes that could cause impact,
COVID-19 has possibly had the most impact on changes to
remote/secure remote access, SaaS and cloud migration,
increased reliance on a supply chain that may have
become less reliable during the last 6 months, and security
programs that may have relied on endpoints and assets
being located within an organization’s data center in order
to be effective.
As organizations continue to move forward with needed
advancements in their IT and process areas, it is critically
important that the security teams are part of the initial
efforts and work closely with business and IT leadership
to minimize unplanned negative impacts that could tip an
organization into a business ending situation.
At the Technological Leadership Institute, we strive to
understand the holistic impact of any situation or change
so organization leaders can make good decisions that
support both business objectives and security needs.
Security and IT leaders need to be focused on both the
technical solutions and the business needs and impacts in
order to effectively steer their organization through such
difficult times as we are facing today.
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